Signature Management System to cope with Traffic Changes in Application and Service
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Abstract—Today, the number of applications using network service has been increasing. Also, many applications have changed their traffic pattern frequently due to various reasons. Nevertheless, network managers tend to stick with old signatures. But they should update with new signatures to detect the modified application traffic. The extraction of signatures is work to demand a lot of time. And it is difficult to continuously and timely extract the new signature for all applications. In this paper, we propose a noble signature management system which automatically extract new signatures detecting the modified traffic and delete old signatures no longer used. The proposed system analyzes traffic with existing signatures and extracts new signature automatically for updated traffic. For automatic generation of new signatures, we uses a sequence pattern algorithm. Also, the proposed system analyze usage of the old signatures to remove them when they are not used any more. We proved the feasibility and applicability of the proposed system by showing that that detection rate of all application was increased.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The purpose of network management makes the best use of network resources and provides services smoothly to users [1,2]. The most important thing in network management is network traffic monitoring. Network traffic monitoring is to determine whether any application and service. Essentials for network traffic monitoring is signature of each application. Signature means unique characteristic of traffic from each application. Network manager can monitoring the amount of each application by using signatures.

Today, the number of applications using network service have been increased. Also, many applications have modified their traffic pattern frequently due to various reasons. Therefore, network management is not easy from the perspective of network manager. Nevertheless, network manager have detectable signature, they should extract new signature for detecting the modified traffic traffic. In this paper, proposed system extracts new signatures that are possible to detect modified traffic and delete old signature that is not used to analysis.

Automatic signature generation is the field that is being studied in a variety of ways [4-9]. Network manager should detect in a short time for the new application. However, signature is required in order to respond to new application. The original method for signature extraction requires the hand of the network specialist. This original method has various problems.

First, it is spent a lot of time and cost. Signature generation should check the large amount of traffic. Especially, payload signature is difficult to extract by checking the payload in traffic. Second, many applications has been encrypted for security of personal information and bypassing. Searching the common string is a difficult work on encrypted traffic. Third, the extracted signature is different by proficiency of network specialist. A lot of experience and skills are required to extract the correct signature. Therefore, it is a difficult work to extract the objective signature.

The study on the automatic signature generation is going to solve the following problems. The proposed system to input the traffic on the particular application and the currently existing signature add the automatic generated signature and delete the dispose of target signatures. The dispose of target signatures are the signatures that is not used for analysis. This signature is that was used in the past traffic analysis but that was not used in the current traffic due to the deformation of traffic.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes related work. In Section 3, we propose the signature management system. Section 4 refer to the experimental result of using the system. Section 5 concludes the paper with suggestions for future research.

II. RELATED WORK

The signature for traffic analysis exist in a wide range that based on the unique characteristics of the traffic. Types of signature are based on port number, based on statistic information and based on payload. The signature based on port number analyzes the traffic by using the port number in the header information of the traffic. The signature based on statistic information analyzes the traffic by using the size, the location and the time of the traffic. The signature based on payload analyzes the traffic by using the payload of the traffic.
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The signature based on port number uses the port information specified by the IANA (Internet Assigned Number Authority) [15][16]. Port-based signature is possible that rapidly analyzes the traffic by using the less memory. But many applications set up the random port number in order to pass through the firewall and IPS devices. Also, port-based signature is meaningless because the user establish the port number or the application come settings random port number at each execution.

The signature based on statistic information analyzes traffic by using the size, the location, and the time of the traffic [17]. But Statistics-based signatures are not only difficult to generate signatures but also to gives low accuracy in real-world analysis.

The signature based on payload is method for analyzing the traffic by using payload in the traffic. Payload-based signature is configured with a set of substrings. This method identify the traffic by matching the substring and the payload. Payload-based signatures have been the most widely studied because its high rate and accuracy in traffic analysis.

However, payload-based signature is very difficult to extract. The network specialist extracts the common string in payload in order to extract the payload signature to an existing method. This method is different the extracted signature according to proficiency of network specialist. In order words, the objectiveness of the signature is reduced. Also, this method is a lot of work that needs to invest the time.

Therefore, the study of automatic signature generation is continuous. The method for automatic signature generation extract the common string based on payload of packets. Currently, the method for automatic signature generation is being studied in a variety of ways, such as LCS algorithm and Smith-Waterman algorithm. In this paper, the proposed system uses a sequence pattern algorithm used in data mining [10, 11].

LASER (LCS-based Application Signature Extraction) was transformed LCS (Longest Common String) algorithm into purposes application traffic signature extraction [6]. The method for signature extraction using LASER find the common string using backtracking from matrix that compares the two strings. Therefore, this method has a high computational complexity and time complexity.

Smith-Waterman algorithm is also frequently used in the automatic signature extraction [5, 8]. Smith-Waterman algorithm is presented for the purpose of determining the degree of similarity of the DNA. The method for signature extraction using Smith-Waterman algorithm find the optimum common string using backtracking from matrix that compares the two strings. When compared to the LASER, the largest difference is method for backtracking. Smith-Waterman algorithm has a low time complexity and computational complexity than the LASER. But, Smith-Waterman algorithm needs a considerable amount of time and calculations.

Autosig method for automatic signature extraction extract the common string possibly signature [7]. And signature is generated by structuring the extracted string. When a common string is extracted as possible signature, many string are calculated. For example, if the 4-length string is extracted from 20-length string, then 16 strings are extracted and are calculated. Therefore, Autosig have a lot of memory usage and processing time because the number of many substring and wide range.

The existing methods have a number of limitations for applying to the real-world traffic, because the two string match. The existing methods need to pre-processing that determined the sequence of traffic and to post-processing that integrated the resulting string as a rule. Also, this methods decrease reliability that this environment may be changed to generated a signature that is generated is different.

III. Signature Management System

In this paper, the proposed system is signature management system to cope with the modified traffic for specific application. This system is composed of three steps. First step is the traffic capture. When collecting the traffic from a particular application, if there is a lot of noise not only the traffic of a particular application, correct signature is difficult to be extracted. Therefore, this system is needed to process for collection the traffic of pure application. The second step is traffic analysis and signature generation. This step analyzes the traffic of pure application using existing signatures. The step outputs the analysis result and some of them are the unresolved traffic. The analysis result are used to remove unused signature. Also, new signature is generated to using unresolved traffic. The third step is signature update. Signature of the dispose target is removed from original signature and new signature is added.

A. Collecting to Traffic and Generating to pure Traffic

In this paper, the first step of the proposed system is the traffic capture. This step is to leave only the traffic of a particular application from the all traffic collected. Traffic capture is very important in network traffic analysis. If there are many noise in the collected traffic, signature and analysis result are not correct. Figure1 illustrates the processing for traffic capture. First step in traffic capture is to collect packets. The user collects all traffic of the managed application time to generate the signature. But the system collects not only the managed traffic but also another traffic. If so, as well as the signature of target application is not extracted, the signature accuracy is decreased.

The collected traffic type of packet is converted to flow in the basic analysis unit. The flow is a set of packet with the same Source IP, Source Port, L4 Protocol, Destination IP, and Destination Port. Also, the flow is defined a set of packets in the reverse direction (Source IP = Destination IP and Source Port = Destination Port). Therefore, this study analysis result is to measure the completeness in the perspective of flow. The flow-level means that if one of the packets in the flow to have the string to determine the application, to determine all of packet in the flow with the application. Preprocessing of traffic is remove to abnormal flow from the captured traffic flow. In this paper, abnormal flow is defined as follows:
1. The traffic flow that is transmitted local network to local network.
2. The traffic flow that is transmitted remote network to remote network.
3. The traffic flow that is not TCP or UDP protocol.

After the abnormal traffic is removed, all traffic are normal using belonging to TCP or UDP protocol. Finally, we use the TMA to analyze the only particular application traffic [14]. TMA provide socket information that uses process in running from host to target server. TMA provide to Process name, IP address (local, remote), Port number (local, remote), State (start, continue, end, server), Protocol, and Path. This information is collected from End-host. And this information compare to collected normal traffic. Therefore, it is possible to collect the actual process information that application use to IP-Port. After TMA be executed for collect to traffic, the user collects traffic while running the management target application. Comparing the collected result from TMA with the traffic result that the user are collected, it is removed that traffic is not the management target traffic.

Figure 1. Process of collecting to traffic and generating to pure traffic. (Step 1-4)

B. Automatic Signature Generation

In this paper, the second step of the proposed system is the automatic signature generation. In this step, the identifier analyzes pure traffic using original signature as in Figure 2. Unresolved traffic carried out preprocessing of signature generation. The sequence which are the basis of the signature extraction is generated from traffic data to perform step of preprocessing. The sequence is used in automatic signature generation.

Identifier analyzes pure traffic using original signature in order to determine whether to use the original signature. This step outputs two results. One result is the completeness of each signature. The completeness of each signature is needed to signature management step. Another result is the unresolved traffic. If completeness is not exceed threshold value that defined in the system, signature is extracted using the unresolved traffic. Before extraction the signature, the step of signature extracting should be removed meaningless part from payload. Therefore, this system separates payload by fields. The field is a section that be able to separate payload of each packet. For example, HTTP protocol is able to separate URL, HOST, USER, DATA, and etc. This process removes the part cannot be used for signature, decreases system overhead, and increases extracted signature accuracy.

Figure 2. Process of separating to unused traffic and extracting signature. (Step 5-8)

After removing meaningless part through the separation for each fields, the sequence is generated. The two sequence are generated from single bi-direction (forward, backward) flow. The string of sequence is constituted payload for each packet. Also, the sequence is constituted host_id or file_id because it is calculated support value in the step of signature generation.

Signatures are extracted from generated sequence. The system uses the modified sequence pattern algorithm which is
one of the association rule algorithm. The sequence pattern algorithm is a method that draws association between each data based on the occurrence frequency for the data. In this study, this algorithm be used for the search common string based on the association character or string and the frequency.

In this paper, the sequence pattern algorithm is used to signature extraction. Figure 3 represents an example of a signature extraction. The sequences are generated from the flow, which is composed of packet. And signature will be removed if does not satisfy the minimum support value are extracted from length 1. Signature is extracted through a processing, such as.
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**Figure 3.** Processing of making sequence from flow data and extracting signature from sequence.

This algorithm is the method for outputting a set of signature that satisfied minimum support value from the set of sequence. If algorithm of signature extraction is performed, signature (length1) that is extracted from set of sequence are saved set of signature L4. As the length increase by one the signature of any length are extracted. The extracted signature are saved set of signature Lk.

However, the signature that is not satisfied minimum support value is deleted from the newly generated set of signature. The signature that is not satisfied is not only failure to satisfy the signature extraction qualification but also failure to satisfy the extended signature support value.

Processing repeats extraction of signature and deletion of signature under of minimum support value repeats while increasing the length by one until no longer new signature extraction. The final step identify the containment of the extracted signature. And the included signature is deleted. Finally, the set of signature is provided the next step.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow1</th>
<th>Flow2</th>
<th>Flow3</th>
<th>Flow4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Seq1</th>
<th>Seq2</th>
<th>Seq3</th>
<th>Seq4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
<td>n,a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Length1</th>
<th>Length2</th>
<th>Length3</th>
<th>Length4</th>
<th>Length5</th>
<th>Final</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Input: SequenceSet = \{ S_1, S_2, S_3, \ldots, S_k \} , mnsupp
Output: SignatureSet = \{ Sig_1, Sig_2, Sig_3, \ldots, Sig_k \}

signatureExtractor(SequenceSet, mnsupp)
1: foreach sequence S in the SequenceSet do
2: foreach character a in the sequence S do
3: L_1 = L_1 \cup a
4: End
5: End
6: k=2;
7: while L_{k-1} = \emptyset do
8: foreach signature sig in the L_{k-1} do // delete under mnsupp
9: for i=1 to s do
10: if (S_i include sig) then
11: count = count + 1;
12: end
13: end
14: if ((count / s) < mnsupp) then
15: L_{k-1} = L_{k-1} - Sig;
16: end
17: end
18: L_k = candidate_gen (L_{k-1}) // extract length-k content
19: k++;
20: end
21: SignatureSet = \{ \forall L_k \}
22: deleteSubset(SignatureSet)
23: return SignatureSet

Algorithm 1. Signature extracting algorithm.

### C. Signature Management

9. Delete to Signature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sig1</th>
<th>Sig2</th>
<th>Sig3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABCD</td>
<td>EFGH</td>
<td>LKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60/100</td>
<td>20/100</td>
<td>20/100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

10. Add to New Signature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sig1</th>
<th>Sig2</th>
<th>Sig3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| KJF0 | SJU  | ...
|   |     |     |

11. Identified to True Traffic using Update Signature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sig1</th>
<th>Sig2</th>
<th>Sig3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABCD</td>
<td>EFGH</td>
<td>LKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60/100</td>
<td>20/100</td>
<td>20/100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

12. Completeness

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sig1</th>
<th>Sig2</th>
<th>Sig3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ABCD</td>
<td>EFGH</td>
<td>LKL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60/100</td>
<td>20/100</td>
<td>20/100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 4](image)

**Figure 4.** Processing of removing to unused signature and verification to new signature. (Step 9-12)

In this paper, the final step of proposed system is signature management. This step carry out four processing as follows in Figure4. It is removing the signatures that are not used in the analysis, and adding to the signature that is extracted. By again analyzing traffic to the updated signature, this system verify the updated signature.
When the fifth course of the traffic to the existing signature analysis of the present system, we record the analysis rate for each signature. After check the analysis rate for each signature, we remove the signature that is not used for analysis. The next step is to add extracted the new signatures in step 2 of the present system to list of the target application signature. The system analyze the traffic of the target application using to updated signature list.

IV. EXPERIENCE AND RESULT

In this section, shows the traffic analysis result using the proposed signature management system in chapter 3. First, shows the amount of Flow, Packet, and Byte of experimental data. Also, shows the completeness and the number of signatures of before and after performing signature management system. The table 1 shows the amount of Flow, Packet, and Byte of experimental data. The amount of each application traffic created by the pre-processing and removing the abnormal traffic is the amount of pure application traffic.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>Flow</th>
<th>Packet (10^3)</th>
<th>Byte (MB)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nateon</td>
<td>741</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youtube</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>170</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrent</td>
<td>2,613</td>
<td>269</td>
<td>235.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebay</td>
<td>1,414</td>
<td>108</td>
<td>84.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>936</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>31.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>769</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amount of traffic of each application and service have difference such as table 1. The torrent of typical application for file sharing is the most application traffic occurred during 7 applications. The Youtube of typical application for streaming service occur a large amount of traffic. Also, the Youtube has heavy flow format because is not P2P services such as torrent. 7 applications and services are representative of each field. Each field is messenger, streaming, file sharing, social network service, shopping, portal and video chatting.

The table 2 shows the number of exist signatures of each applications. Also, after implement signature management system, show the number of signature for each applications and the number of removed signature from existing signatures. And shows the number of new signatures. The number of signature of non-encrypted application from original signature is much more than can be seen that the number of signature of encrypted application. This is reason difficult that the extraction of signature of the encrypted application. Therefore, the application of encrypted low analysis rate.

The number of original signatures and analysis of rate are sufficient because the continuously updated signature as if NateOn and Torrent. But the other applications are hard continuous signature update. Therefore, the other applications are the low not only the number of signature but also the analysis of rate. In particular, the original signatures of Youtube did not analysis even anyone flow because of the recent traffic was encrypted. However, after doing the signature management system, 32 signatures were added, and all the original signatures were deleted.

The number of Facebook signatures were not much because representatives of the encrypted application is based very difficult to extract the signature. However, this system was able to extract the 11 signatures by automatically extracting signatures. Also, the other applications are able to analyze the traffic but, the amount is not much. Therefore, this system has been added the more signature.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Application</th>
<th>#original signature</th>
<th>#update signature</th>
<th>#delete signature</th>
<th>#new signature</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Nateon</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youtube</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Torrent</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>287</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>256</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ebay</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>961</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>987</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yahoo</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skype</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>143</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The table 3 shows the completeness and the number of signatures of before and after performing signature management system. Although the rate of increase in the difference analysis of each application, the analysis rate increased in all applications.

In Table 3, the rate of analysis for all applications has been improved. Also, Youtube and Facebook that could not analyze the original signature were analyzed possible.
Finally, the graph 1 shows the traffic analysis rate of another applications for verification to accuracy of new signature. The signatures used this experiment are new signatures except for the existing signatures.

When analyzing the traffic of each application to another application signatures, the graph shows the result of the analysis. Therefore, analyzing only the signature of application is correct signature. But the traffic of Skype much analyzed by the signatures of Facebook. Because the Skype uses the features of Facebook.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper proposed the signature management system for solving the problem cannot be detected by traditional signature. This system is a system for detecting application traffic changes over time. The network administrator may be able to eliminate the difficulties of network management by allowing the automatic signature update because the constant signature updates is not possible. The system was demonstrated by comparing the analysis ratio of the existing signature and the updated signature. In addition, the newly generated signature is demonstrated by analyzing the accuracy with other traffic.

Future, we will not enter the specific application traffic, we are expected to develop a system that can be applied in real time in real network. The system also can extract network attack and new application by updating the signature in real-time by applying a real network. Also, the signature should be extracted with high accuracy. And research is required to reduce the number of signatures.
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